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For 2021 we concentrated on offering the WSET on-line courses for Levels 1 and 2 in both wines 
and spirits, and we have had a steady number taking them up throughout the year. Our other major
objective has been to finish the training for those students whose courses/exams were cancelled 
due to covid in 2020. Four L3 students managed to make the 2020 autumn examination dates, but 
progress then halted, as we had to wait until the end of June 2021 for a meeting date where we 
would be completely covid compliant according to the rules of bubbles and households. Then the 
students themselves were back in work and so busy, that finding mutually suitable dates became 
equally complicated. However, three more Level 3 students took the exam in late July, gaining 
one Distinction, one Merit and sadly, a fail on theory, though everyone passed the tasting section. 

Three more took the exam in early November. All passed tasting, one gained a Merit with 
distinction for theory, the other two failed the theory. This leaves us with one remaining student 
who hopes to sit the exam in March.

I think the results over the last two years show very clearly how imperative it is for students to 
keep reading the books and completing the revision exercises each week. All those who sent 
revision queries and completed the weekly exercises have gained distinctions for theory.

We have had a steady flow of students for the on-line courses, 12 taking both levels for Wines and
Spirits: 
There were five Level 1 Wines students, gaining three passes, one fail, plus one result still 
awaited. One Level 1 Spirits student who passed.

On Level 2 Wines there were four students, three gaining distinction, with one result still awaited. 
Level 2 Spirits had two students, who both gained distinction. 

The uptake for on-line courses has continued into 2022, we so far have one student taking 
L2 Spirits and two taking L2 Wines.

Level 3 Wines – Zoom Course  11/10/21 – 22/11/21
We offered a Level 3 Zoom course in March/April, but had too few students to run. Happily we 
had six students signed up for autumn Level 3, where we were able to use the system of bottling 
and posting (over 100 samples each week) which Level 4 had already perfected. Each lecture day 
was by zoom, and then our lecturers were able to present their modules in much the same way as 
in the classroom. Two of the students were prevented from sitting the exam due to ill-health and 
are due to do so in March 2022. The results for the other four are imminently awaited.

In-person courses for 2022
We have several in-house courses proposed for Level 1 and I hope to be able to report on their 
progress very soon. They include a Level 1 Wines course as an extra mural subject for a local 
school 6th form, which will be an exciting new prospect for us to explore. It was due to start in 
January, but covid has impacted on the start date, which we hope will now be in March.

We have also quoted for a Level 2 Wines in-house course, hopefully starting next month.

Our next Level 3 Wines course is due to run in-person from 28/02/22 – 04/04/22. I think we will 
all be very pleased to get back to group meetings. We still have places available, so if you need 
someone trained on this level, please contact us as soon as possible.

And finally I would like to thank our truly excellent team of lecturers for their constant support 
and patience throughout.


